It is proved that the linear space constructed by power base is a banach space under 2-norm by using approximation method. For the Bézier curve--the elements in banach space, the linear combination of the low-order S power base is used to approximate optimal the high-order Bernstein base function. The original Bézier curve is instituted by the linear combination of low-order S power base and the optimal approximation element of the original Bézier curve is obtained.
Introduction
Approximating the high-order polynomial curves and curved surfaces with the low-order ones plays an important role in data compression, data transmission, and data exchange, etc., in geometric modeling tasks. Generally, it is also an important research topic in Computer Aided Design (CAD). In recent years, the research on Bézier curve approximation with degree reduction attracts lots of attention. Current algorithms for Bézier Curve degree reduction can be summarized into two categories. The first category is based on the base function conversion. For instance in reference (L Z. Lu, and G Z Wang 2008) propose to utilize the Chebyshev Polynomials for base function conversion. In reference (Sánchez-Reyes J 1997), Sánchez-Reyes uses the S power base to accurately represent the Bernstein base function. Farouki proposes the degree reduction algorithm based on the Legendre Polynomials in reference (Rida T Farould 2000) . The second category can be summarized as the geometric approximation algorithms with the control vertexes. In this category, reference (Forrest A R 1972) is based on the interpolation algorithm; S M. Hu proposes an approximation algorithm with the degree reduction; Reference (Sunwoo H and Lee N 2004) is based on the generalized matrix reduction technique. In reference (Jiuping. Cheng 1997), Cheng constructs the novel control vertexes based on the convex combinations of the classic control vertexes. Based on the Sánchez-Reyes's work, we further propose a degree reduction method with the optimal approximation. This method is built on the Bernstein base function and the properties of S power base.
The Theoretical Problem
In the normed space, the goal of approximation theory research includes two aspects: approximating a function in certain function space with the functions from its subspace, and constructing the optimal approximation according to the given criteria. 
It is easy to prove that the Proposition 2.2 is true.
is the linear space in the number filed K, we define the
Therefore, the linea space X is the banach space space.
Theorem 2.5 Suppose M is a finite dimensional subspace in the normed space X , then for each x X ∈ , there exists an optimal approximation of x in M .
Theorem 2.6 Suppose X is a strictly convex normed space, the subspace M X ⊂ , then the maximum number of the optimal approximation of any x X ∈ is 1.
Bézier Curve Approximation with Degree Reduction
How to get a low-order curve which satisfied the condition to approximate the given Bézier curve?
Definition 3.1 (Sánchez-Reyes J 1997) given an integer 1 ≥ p , we define the following base function as the P-order S Power base function: 
Form the proposition 2.2 and proposition 2.3, Bézier curve is a curve in normed space. And from theorem 2.5 and theorem 2.6, there is no more than one optimal approximation element for each element in the subspace of normed space.
Suppose ( ) n A t is a n-order Bézier curve, whose control vertexes are ) , ,
is the m-order optimal approximating function of the n -order Bézier curve ( ) n A t . For each Bernstein base function, we reduce its degree and find its approximation in the following way:
Suppose n is odd and the reduced degree is odd, (1 ) 0 0,1, , 
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According to the coefficient comparison, we get , .
(1) We have to satisfy the equality between the value of the Bernstein base function with no coefficient and the value of the optimal approximating function, on the vertexes in the domain of definition:
( 1 ) (0) 0, 0 1 1 n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n i n i i n i i n i i n i n n n n i n i i n i
− − denote the coefficients of the optimal approximating functions of ( ) ( ) ,
respectively. According to (1) and (2), we can get 1 + n optimal approximating functions by computing the coefficients, i.e., , ,
Approximation Error Estimation and Numerical Examples
Suppose, 1 2 − > p n or p n 2 > the error between the n-order Bézier curve and the curve after degree reduction can be computed as In the two figures, 9-order Bézier curve is denoted by solid line; 5-order optimal approximations curve and 7-order optimal approximations curve are denoted by dashed line. The control vertexes are [2, 5] , [3, 9] , [6, 12] , [8, 12] , [11, 9] , [13, 4] , [15, 2] , [17, 2] , [19, 4] , [22, 10] Respectively.The 9-order Bézier curve function 9 ( ) A t and the optimal approximating curve functions~5 ( ) A t and ~7 ( ) A t are illustrated in the followings. 
